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Introduction

As is true for most industries, digital transfor-
mation is no longer a buzzword, but a strategic 
imperative for life sciences companies. While first 
movers would likely gain a competitive advantage, 
all of today’s companies risk falling behind their 
competitors in delivering across all elements of the 
value chain if their strategies are limited to a few 
pilots and experiments. Life sciences companies 
have been fast followers in adopting new technolo-
gies, but waiting too long to commit could leave 
some companies with portions of their value chains 
disrupted in an ever more price-conscious segment.1

Although many life sciences companies 
have been exploring the opportunities that 
digital technologies can offer, ranging from en-
gaging with consumers through apps to using 
artificial intelligence to help improve operations,  
a recent survey by Deloitte with MIT Sloan  
Management Review finds that only 20 percent of 
biopharma companies are digitally maturing. The 
survey also shows that across industries digitally 
maturing companies are building new business 
models by successfully scaling lessons learned from 
early experiments, changing at all levels of the or-
ganization, and enhancing external collaboration.2 

The biopharma industry’s commitment to 
digital transformation is increasing; companies 
are thinking about how to organize their digital 
activities, and some are hiring chief digital officers 
(CDOs), often with experience in other industries, to 
lead transformation efforts. That said, we anticipate 
that the transformation may pose some challenges 
to biopharma companies, especially in overcoming 
cultural barriers. 

So where are biopharma 
companies today in their 
digital journey?

Deloitte and MIT Sloan Management  Review’s 
fourth annual study on digital maturity shows that 
digitally maturing companies across industries are 
changing their leadership and culture to adapt to 
and succeed in a rapidly changing market.3  

Biopharma ranks somewhere in the middle 
of industries in digital maturity and adoption of 
flexible and adaptable leadership and learning 
models, above manufacturing, financial insurance 
companies, and government, but behind IT, en-
tertainment, and telecom. While many biopharma 
companies are experimenting with digital, most are 
yet to make consistent, sustained, and bold moves 
to take advantage of the new capabilities.

The majority of companies that responded to 
the survey are either in early stages of the journey 
(25 percent) or developing their capabilities (55 
percent); only 20 percent report themselves to be 
maturing. These levels reflect how respondents 
grade their companies in response to the prompt, 

“Imagine an ideal organization utilizing digital 
technologies and capabilities to improve pro-
cesses, engage talent across the organization, and 
drive new value generating business models.” The 
rankings were on a scale of 1 to 10, and the three 
maturity groups were early (1–3), developing (4–6), 
and maturing (7–10). Even though most biopharma 
companies are still developing their digital capabili-
ties, 58 percent say that digital is a top management 
priority and 79 percent expect to realize the value of 
digital initiatives within the next five years.

The life sciences industry’s commitment to digital transformation is increasing, 
but few organizations are digitally maturing. Here’s how companies can take 
an enterprisewide approach to digital transformation.
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What are digitally maturing 
companies doing differently? 

Digitally maturing companies differ from those 
in the earlier stages of digital maturity in the way 
they apply digital, scale learnings, collaborate, and 
facilitate change. 

Digital technologies can make existing compe-
tencies work more efficiently and allow companies 
to explore new ways of doing business. Survey 
results show that among biopharma companies, a 
greater percentage of digitally maturing companies 
are exploiting new ways of doing business, com-
pared with companies that are in the early phase of 
digital maturity (figure 1).

Source: Deloitte Center for Health Solutions analysis of MIT SMR and Deloitte’s 2018 Digital Business Global Executive 
Survey data.

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

FIGURE 1

Digitally maturing biopharma companies are most likely to explore new ways of 
doing business (vs. those in the developing or early stages of digital adoption)

Exploring new ways of doing business
Exploiting competencies and exploring new ways of doing business equally
Exploiting existing organizational competencies
Don’t know

Early

6%
56%

38%

Developing

3%

40%
31%

26%

Maturing

Digital objectives breakdown by maturity

15%
54%

31%

SURVEY METHODOLOGY
In the fall of 2017, MIT Sloan Management 
Review (MIT SMR) and Deloitte surveyed global 
executives, business leaders, and analysts 
across 28 industries and 123 countries 
to understand how digital is impacting 
organizational strategy, culture, leadership, 
and talent. This report analyzes data 
collected from 68 biopharma respondents 
from a distribution of companies of varying 
sizes (ranging from less than US$1 billion to 
more than US$20 billion). More than two-
thirds of respondents were from outside the 
United States. 
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Digitally maturing companies also implement 
digital initiatives in stages, establishing pilots and 
taking a measured approach to scaling initiatives 
based on lessons learned. While 62 percent of digi-
tally maturing biopharma companies report scaling 
up successful initiatives to drive digital transforma-
tion across the organization, this is true for only 
38 percent of those in the early stages. Digitally 
maturing companies also foster a culture of adapt-
ability and consider lessons from success and failure 
equally valuable. Furthermore, they are more likely 
to encourage feedback and share results from failed 
experiments in ways that facilitate learning across 
the organization. 

Digitally maturing biopharma companies also 
recognize that driving change through leadership is 
not enough; instead, they encourage change at all 
levels of the organization. Moreover, individuals 
at all levels of digitally maturing companies are 
facilitating change more than their counterparts 
at companies in early stages of digital adoption 
 (figure 2). 

Collaboration is also a differentiator. Digitally 
maturing companies are increasing and encour-
aging collaboration internally, especially across 
functions, more than early-stage companies. They 
are also more likely to collaborate externally (with 
business partners and customers) than companies 
in the early stages. This is especially important in 
biopharma, in which emerging data sources are 
likely to come from external stakeholders including 
hospitals, physicians, health plans, and patients.

What is holding the 
industry back from evolving 
digital capabilities?

The survey sheds light on several factors that 
may be holding biopharma companies back, in-
cluding lack of a clear vision and leadership and 
funding for digital transformation. 

Though over half of the companies say that 
digital investment is a priority for their leaders, they 

Source: Deloitte Center for Health Solutions analysis of MIT SMR and Deloitte’s 2018 Digital Business Global Executive 
Survey data.

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

FIGURE 2

At digitally maturing companies, employees at all levels are more likely to 
facilitate change than to inhibit it 
Figures denote percentage of respondents that agree that:

Leadership 
facilitates change

Managers
facilitate change

Employees
facilitate change

59%

63%

43%

Differences between early stage and digitally maturing organizations Biopharma average

Early
Maturing

31%
77%

Early
Maturing

50%
92%

Early
Maturing

13%
49%
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Source: Deloitte Center for Health Solutions analysis of MIT SMR and Deloitte’s 2018 Digital Business Global Executive 
Survey data.

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

FIGURE 3

Top three traits biopharma employees are looking for from their leaders

Creating the conditions 
for people to experiment

Providing vision and 
purpose

Empowering people to 
think differently

1. Innovation 2. Direction 3. Execution

Source: Deloitte Center for Health Solutions analysis of MIT SMR and Deloitte’s 2018 Digital Business Global Executive 
Survey data.
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FIGURE 4

Biopharma requires new leaders and more funding to succeed in the digital age

78%

Leadership Funding 
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organizations require new 
leaders to succeed in the 

digital age.

20%
Only one-fifth agree their 

organizations are 
developing capable leaders 

to help in the digital 
environment.

54%
More than half agree 
adequate funding is a 

major challenge 
impacting digital 

initiatives.

also say they would like leaders to provide a clearer 
vision and purpose for their organization’s digital 
investments. Without this, companies may end up 
being distracted by the “shiny object” syndrome— 
shifting focus based on topics they hear about from 
media or competitors. Figure 3 shows more of the 
survey’s findings regarding what biopharma em-
ployees want most from their leaders. 

On leadership, more than three-quarters of 
biopharma respondents (78 percent) say their 
organization needs to find new leaders to succeed 
in the digital age, and only 20 percent think their 
companies are effectively developing the type of 

leaders who have the capabilities necessary to lead 
the organization in a digital environment (figure 4).

Interestingly, some digitally maturing bio-
pharma companies have recruited chief digital 
officers (CDOs) externally, often from the retail and 
fashion industries, perhaps with the expectation 
that they will provide fresh perspectives to typically 
conservative and risk-averse companies. One CDO 
in particular has leveraged his fashion industry 
experience to change the approach to patient en-
gagement. He structured his team like a magazine 
outlet, hiring editors, librarians, and copywriters to 
run a digital campaign. 
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Funding is also an issue, according to the 
survey: Fifty-four percent of respondents agree that 
adequate funding is a major challenge for digital 
initiatives (figure 4).

Where are the opportunities?

Opportunities for digital transformation are 
available throughout life sciences organizations’ 
business, from business operations such as produc-
tion and enabling functions to engagement with 

patients, physicians, health systems, and payers to 
developing new products and services. Realizing 
each opportunity requires the capabilities of a digi-
tally maturing organization, including an overall 
strategy, culture of collaboration and experimen-
tation, and supportive leadership. For instance, 
digital consumer platforms (as described below) 
can leverage ecosystem relationships and partner-
ships that have a much larger impact than a single 
organization (figure 5).

EXECUTE EFFICIENTLY
Digital can help companies execute better by 

improving performance and reducing costs through 
collaboration, centralization of digital technologies 
to streamline delivery, and enhanced capabilities 
across the organization or division.

Here are some examples:

• Supply chain. A global biopharma company 
is experimenting with virtual reality in its 
manufacturing operations. By creating virtual 
training programs that mimic aseptic produc-
tion environments, managers can cut training 
time in half and speed up the path to proficiency. 
Smart glasses and augmented reality can also 
capture video, which helps eliminate manual 

Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

FIGURE 5

Digital transformation offers biopharma companies opportunities to execute 
efficiently, engage effectively, and innovate new products and services
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recordkeeping and reconciliation. This may also 
enhance operational capacity as well as quality 
review and approval. 

• Streamlining marketing efforts. Another 
biopharma company cut 20 percent of its 
marketing base costs by setting up a global mar-
keting system. This move followed an analysis 
of creative duplication, in which the company 
found that up to 60 percent of localized asset 
creation activities were duplicative. The central-
ized content development hub it now has can 
provide standardized marketing material in flex-
ible formats to over 40 local markets.

• Acquiring talent more efficiently. A health 
care company used to check nurse applicant 
licenses twice during the interview process to 
verify a candidate’s ability to practice in the as-
signed state. This involved going to a verification 
website, taking a snapshot of the candidate’s 
license, and storing the information in their ap-
plicant file. A human resources “bot” was able to 
automate 80 percent of the process, resulting in 
65 percent lower labor costs and reducing the 
risk of errors. It freed up one full-time equiva-
lent worth of work, allowing for staff to focus on 
higher value activities.

ENGAGE EFFECTIVELY
Digital can help companies deliver a differ-

entiated, engaging, digitally enabled impactful 
experience to key customers, the workforce, and 
ecosystem partners. Key elements include using 
digital platforms to engage patients and other 
stakeholders remotely, leveraging social and other 
community networks, and personalizing experi-
ences with user data to deliver greater value.

Below are some examples:

• Creating a platform for customer expe-
rience. PatientConnect (Deloitte’s patient 
services and care management platform) 
delivers consistent, high-touch patient experi-
ences across channels and enables adherence 
to treatment and care coordination with each 
patient’s full network of care providers. Through 
connected apps and devices, PatientConnect 
supports digital therapy, helps improve patient 
outcomes, and helps health care providers 

coordinate to manage patient care. The platform 
analyzes internal and external data to gain in-
sights into patient treatment and interactions 
and can integrate with ConvergeHealth’s Miner 
platform for analyzing real-world evidence.

• Connecting patients, biopharma, care-
givers, health care providers, and other 
stakeholders. ConvergeHealth by Deloitte’s 
Connected Patient Ecosystem helps biopharma 
companies build partnerships with advocacy 
groups and providers to enhance the experience 
of patients with complex, chronic, and terminal 
diseases. It supports a next-generation digital 
health care network focused on patient support 
and digital engagement. Patients who consent 
to sharing their data receive information and 
updates from the sponsoring organization 
(typically biopharma companies and patient 
advocacy groups) to help navigate their disease.

• Optimizing the content provided to health 
care practitioners. A large global biopharma 
company has built a self-service portal for over 
30,000 practitioners across Europe to access 
marketing and sales content across a variety of 
media. The content shared with each practitioner 
varies depending on previous viewing habits, en-
abling customized targeting and improving the 
effectiveness of the marketing approach.

INNOVATE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Digital transformation offers opportunities to 

envision and deploy products and services with 
new or enhanced value. Opportunities also exist to 
improve the return on research and development 
by shortening drug discovery or otherwise lowering 
research costs.4 

Below are some examples:

• Expediting recruitment and diversifying 
participants. Using NORA, Science 37, a 
clinical research company, recruited patients 
for a rare-disease, phase-3 trial at its meta-site 
approximately 20–30 times faster than is pos-
sible through traditional recruitment methods. 
Using the NORA technology platform with a 
built-in e-consent module, the Science 37 team 
gathered medical records and screened patients 
from seven states in the country and covered a 
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more diverse study population (30–40 percent 
were from minority groups, compared with the 
typical 2–10 percent).5 

• Using new data sources. Doc.ai, an artificial 
intelligence company, has built a platform le-
veraging blockchain to develop insights based 
on personal data that users are willing to share. 
Doc.ai uses AI to process health records, wear-
able device data, and/or social media accounts 
and draw inferences. This could serve as a new 
platform to collect and derive insights from 
patient-reported outcome data.6 

Developing the digital 
strategy—Where to begin?

Developing and delivering a holistic digital 
strategy is not an easy task. For some, the word 

“digital” seems to have evolved to mean nothing and 
everything at the same time. And there is a tendency 
to manage digital initiatives in ways that take the 
form of projects or are limited to activities within a 
given division or function. Life sciences companies 
that want to move away from that tendency need to 
develop a digital DNA by which a company’s digital 
activities, people, culture, and structure are aligned 
with the organization’s broad ambition. The strategy 
and roadmap should explain how initiatives form 
platforms that create real value in the short-term 
and long-term. That goal requires seeing differently, 
thinking differently, and doing differently.

Many life sciences companies begin this journey 
using one of three approaches: 
1. Top down. Develop a corporate ambition and 

vision, and then decide what needs to be done to 
make that vision a reality. 

2. Bottom up. Select use cases across domains 
and use them as the foundation for the overall 
digital strategy and roadmap. A use case, for 
example, might include chatbots that can 
interact with patients and provide real-time 
support, or master data that is managed through 
distributed blockchain. Other examples could 
include cross-study clinical data wrangling, 

automated adverse-event processing, and the 
ability to track equipment performance over 
time using sensor data and analytical models.

3. Horizontally. Pick a key business problem or 
process and use it to identify potential transfor-
mation opportunities (e.g., a patient journey, a 
regulatory approval process).
Regardless of the approach, if done correctly, 

digital transformation can allow life sciences orga-
nizations to more effectively use data for making 
decisions on how to run the existing business and 
position the organization for the future.

A digital transformation 
approach 

Life sciences organizations should start with 
determining and articulating their ambition. 
Practically, this means prioritizing initiatives, an-
choring decisions, and focusing on the future. These 
capabilities can improve the speed and effectiveness 
in meeting objectives. After articulating the enter-
prisewide ambition, leaders should adapt operating 
models and culture, implement technology, and 
scale solutions (see figure 6).

ORGANIZE, OPERATE, AND BEHAVE (IN 
NEW DIGITAL WAYS)

Digital DNA is a set of 23 traits—identified 
through research—that organizations can adopt to 
become more digitally mature (figure 7). Life sci-
ences organizations can use Digital DNA to guide 
the tactical actions that are needed to bring about 
transformation. 

DESIGN THE SOLUTION AND DATA 
ARCHITECTURE

Understanding patients, customers, employees, 
and ecosystem partners can give life sciences 
companies insight into unmet needs, motivations, 
concerns, and drivers. These insights—combined 
with an understanding of data types and sources, 
technical capabilities, and business objectives—can 
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help companies transform lofty ideas into well-
balanced concepts that are ready to pilot, scale, and 
launch. 

Iterative testing of these ideas, paired with 
rigorous proof of concepts, should minimize 
risk without curtailing innovation. In this highly  
iterative phase, conducting design-and-test sprints 
to gather feedback quickly from users and other 
stakeholders helps refine the Minimum Viable 

Offering (MVO). The MVO is the solution that has 
the fewest features needed to satisfy partners. It 
also allows the use of prototypes to test concept de-
sirability, feasibility, and viability, before outlining 
the MVO solution in preparation for launch. 

DELIVER AND SCALE THE AMBITION
Building, launching, and delivering on value 

propositions is the final step before ideas can 

Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

FIGURE 6

Digital transformation approach
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FIGURE 7

Digital DNA traits and organizational needs
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become reality. This step takes the MVO through 
detail design and development, delivering compo-
nents of the concept, and determining whether the 
business is ready to deliver it. This should include 
operational readiness assessments and a deploy-
ment strategy. Feedback from the market and users 
and adoption tactics monitoring will further inform 
how and when to release the MVO.

What does the future look like?

Our analysis of industry trends and the cycles 
of technology adoption point to several new arche-
types that could go well beyond today’s primary 
focus on products. Competencies for these new or-
ganizations could include:

• Aggregating and deriving insights from a vast 
array of shared data;

• Operating smart and connected devices and 
products that furnish automated and pervasive 
screening and testing; and

• Delivering just-in-time drugs and other 
personalized therapies.

Although life sciences companies today may 
already be doing some of this, the future will focus 
on these competencies to a much greater extent. 
Investment in digital technologies and the orga-
nizational transformation needed to realize their 
promise is critical for not only success but for  
survival.

THE RISK OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Even as life sciences companies develop, 
implement, and refine their digital strategies, 
concerns about risks are likely to arise. 
Can digital systems work well enough to 
ensure the safety of products, security of 
consumers’ and company information, and 
compliance with regulatory requirements? 
These concerns can become a barrier to 
change in some organizations or parts of 
the organization. However, organizations 
would do best to acknowledge that risk is 
inherent in digital transformation and take 
steps to address it rather than delay the 
opportunities digital can bring. 
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